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9.   Measure the quilt through the center from top to bottom and
recut two of the large checked 5" border strips and trim these
to this measurement. Sew to quilt sides. Press seams toward
the check borders.

10. Measure the quilt through the center from side to side and
recut the remaining two large check 5" strips to this measure-
ment. Cut four squares 5" x 5" from the red strip designated for
the border corners and sew these to each short end of the top
and bottom borders and sew to remaining two sides (top and
bottom). Press seams.

Fat Rolls™ are an exclusive product of                              

Look for these bundles of extra-wide 5" fabric strips at your

local quilt shop!

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the 
complete collection and to download this and other Free Projects.



Fabrics:
From one bundle of Windham Basics Fat Rolls™:
4 strips 5" x 42" light print for setting triangles

4 strips 5" x 42" large checks for borders

1 strip 5" x 42" red for border squares

3 strips 5" x 42" small checks for binding

7 - 8 sets of coordinated 5" x 42" strips (pairs of one light, one

dark: 14 - 16 strips total)

2-1/2 yards backing fabric

54" x 50" batting

Cutting & Sewing the Units
1.   Pair the sets of light/dark 5" strips (Diagram 1), place right sides

together, and sew 1/4" seam along BOTH long edges (Diagram 2).

2. Using the Template A provided, cut out the strip sets as shown
in Diagram 2, flip-flopping the  template from top to bottom.
Your cut units will look like that in Diagram 3, with one or two
stitches remaining at the top of the triangle.

3. Open these stitches and press open the two-triangle unit as shown
in Diagram 4.

4. Sew 3 of the triangle units into the Hexagon
Pinwheel Block as shown in Diagram 5.
Sew and cut enough units from the paired
strips to make a total of 20 Hexagon
Pinwheel blocks.

5. Using the Template B, BR provided for the half-tri-
angle and the light print strip, cut ten triangles
EACH from the template and the reverse template
(flip the template on the reverse side and cut).
These are your side-setting triangles (Diagram 6).

6. From the remaining light strips cut a total of 30   tri-
angles using the full-size triangle template
(Diagram 7).

Quilt Assembly

7. Refer to the Row Assembly Diagram and join four hexagon pin-
wheel blocks with six light triangles and four side setting trian-
gles. Note that all seams are straight sewing (no y-seams) and the
blocks are joined on the diagonal. Make five horizontal rows.

8. Sew the five horizontal rows together to form the quilt center. Press
seams well (refer to the photo of the quilt).

continued...
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Template A

Template B, BR

Template B, BR
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